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If SWAP did indeed change people's views of
others on campus, or at the very least reconfirm and
solidify previously supposed views, for the 28 who
participated, what could a swap exchange do for
the rest of the thousands who live and work at UNL?
Does Operation SWAP have to be confined to one
week of the year? Although the organization of
anything more encompassing than this year's SWAP
would be difficult if not impossible for a group like
Innocents to manage, an informal ongoing swap of
ideas and viewpoints between students and administrators can only build on the success of SWAP '84.
The more time and energy spent on getting to
know the individuals behind the bureacratic or
student masks, the better will be the communication and understanding between the various group3
and institutions. In a university setting, where the
opposing views of groups and institutions seem to
collide regularly, this kind of getting down to basics
in communication can only improve the educational system for" all of us.
Todd Nelson
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It seemed evident to me that the stereotypic view
of "insensitive institutional bureaucrats" often verbalized by students did not persist when personal
and meaningful relations were experienced with an
Individual who happens to be an UNL administator
at a given point in time, Most readers could quickly
list a dozen or more similar situations within our
campus community where lack of personal contact
and communication contributes to misunderstandings. With the sincere belief that education is truly
enhanced through interaction and sharing, my
hope is that the success of this year's Operation
SWAP can now move from a modest number of
participants to include a more representative
sample of our pluralistic campus community. Each
of us, in my judgment, will become more complete
human beings and more effective campus citizens to
the extent that we are able to reach out and learn
from others. The creators and sponsors of Operation
SWAP should be commended for their fine efforts in
moving. all of us who participated in a healthy
direction.

David A. DeCoster

senior
broadcastingtheater
Innocents Society Swap Participant

summer sessions, except during vacations.
Readers are encouraged to submit story ideas and com3
ments to the Daily Nebraskan by phoning
between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. The public also
has access to the Publications Board. For information, call
Carla JohnSon,
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have to push yourself to
get in great shape. A good program
helps a lot. Youll find it in the Army
National Guard. While you're
getting physical, youll earn a good
paycheck and many other
benefits. That's why we call it a
smart-timpart-timjob.
Do something for yourself,
your community and your country.
To get started, call
a
IrmyGxinrd ;
You
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we
offer you the
roulette,
place
logical alternative. We're
Freewheelin Bike Shop and we
have the widest selection of
racing, touring and EMX bi- if urn rro tircH nf

Pra-sess-

cvcles and accessories in this
area designed to fulfill all your
cycling needs. So if you're
looking for economy and prac- ticality at a fair price come in &
see us, we'll be p!ad toheto.
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bike serviced-include- s
Any brand multi-speeadjusting gears, brakes, true wheels, lubrication
All parts extra.
and complete bike check-up- .
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